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SURFACE M
INING  TECHNOLOGY

C ST LIP
SYSTEMS
CQMS Razer™ (CR) has created the 
widest range of cast lip systems available. 
From 180 ton to ultra class shovels, CR 
uses technology excellence to ensure 
more productivity hours than any other 
cast lip system on the market. Supported 
by the widest range of Ground Engaging 
Tools (G.E.T.) and wear technology, 
an optimized cast lip system can be 
configured for your needs.



THE MOST ADVANCED PRODUCTIVITY SOLUTIONS

Cast lip for large mining wheel loaders.

Large cast lips delivering proven productivity 
improvements for 400-1000T hydraulic excavators
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The CR cast lip range is designed specifically to improve the 
productivity of surface mining equipment. Our dedicated 
team of product experts are committed to delivering a 
product that meets your mining requirements.

From simplifying the maintenance process and reducing 
the demand on maintenance teams, to improving digging 
efficiency with the correct G.E.T. application.

DESIGNS FOR PRODUCTIVITY
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THE MOST ADVANCED PRODUCTIVITY SOLUTIONS

The only proven cast lip solution for 200-400T 
hydraulic excavators.

Large cast lips delivering proven productivity 
improvements for 400-1000T hydraulic excavators
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From simplifying the maintenance process and reducing 
the demand on maintenance teams, to improving digging 
efficiency with the correct G.E.T. application.

Whether you are targeting better utilization, efficient cycle 
times or optimized fill factors, with our expert advice and 
service options, you can be sure a CR cast lip is the right 
choice.
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Cycle Time can play 
a significant role in 
the productivity 
of any excavator. 
It is essential that 
the cast lip and 
G.E.T. create as 
little resistance as 
possible. CR cast 
lips reduce dig 
energy by as much 
as 10% compared 
to other lips.

Cycle Time
Machine utilisation 
plays a significant 
role in machine 
p r o d u c t i v i t y , 
the more time it 
spends digging, 
the higher the 
output. Cast lip and 
G.E.T. reliability is 
crucial in reducing 
u n n e c e s s a r y 
downtime.

Utilisation
Filling your buckets 
fuller and your 
trucks in fewer 
passes is critical 
for increased 
productivity. With 
the largest range of 
cast lip and G.E.T. 
options available, 
you will be able 
to optimize your 
bucket selection 
to ensure better fill 
factors and cycle 
times.

Fill Factor and Pass Match

TITAN 3330
LOAD HAUL OPTIMISATION
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Enhance your cast lip experience with the

pveliz
Texto tecleado
Oficina comercial:Av. La Encalada 1420. Edificio Polo Hutn II.Of. 801.Santiago de Surco.Lima33.Peru   +511 436 5442   ventas@zamineperu.comOperaciones y Servicios:Av. Martir Olaya Mz.G.Lt.11. Urb. Huertos de Santa Genoveva.Lurin.Lima 15823.Peru   +511 430 0414   operaciones@zamineperu.com


